
Pre-AP Biology Admission Assignment 
 
In order to participate in Pre-AP Biology classes, this assignment must be completed and 
submitted before 8/1/2017.  Failure to submit this assignment before the due date will exclude 
you from enrolling in any Pre-AP Biology class. 
 
Assignments may be submitted using an email format and shared with me: 
cshaddix@chisddevils.com 
You do not have to copy the questions, just create a numbered list containing the appropriate 
answers. You must use “Summer Biology Project: Your Name” as the subject of your email. 
Use a short answer format.  A few clear concise sentences is better than a paragraph of 
rambling information.  No copy/paste, I’ll know. 
 
1.  How do placental mammals differ from marsupials?  
 
2.  Fungi reproduce asexually (cloning themselves) and sexually (combining genetic material with another 
fungus).  Sexual reproduction is usually reserved for times of high environmental stress, when adverse 
conditions endanger the survival of the fungus population.  How can sexual reproduction increase the 
chances of a fungus population surviving adverse environmental conditions?  
 
3.  Glucose, a molecule necessary for cellular respiration, is found in the tissue of plants.  How can a 
strictly carnivorous animal obtain glucose if all they consume is meat? 
 
4.  Enzymes are specialized proteins.  What role do they play in the body?  How do they help an 
organism maintain its metabolism and homeostasis, utilize energy, breakdown toxic byproducts, etc.? 
 
5.  Give examples of the four types symbiotic relationships (mutualism, commensalism, parasitism, 
predation) and describe the interactions present that define these relationships. 
 
6.  What are stem cells?  How can they be utilized to treat disease and injury? 
 
7.  Mitochondria contain their own DNA, known as mitochondrial DNA.  This genetic material is separate 
from that found in the nucleus.  Why does the mitochondria contain its own DNA, where did it come from, 
what can it tell us about human history? 
 
8.  How do gymnosperms reproduce?  How do they transfer pollen from plant to plant?  What specialized 
structures make this possible?  How does this reproductive strategy differ from that of angiosperms? 
 
9.  Give one example of a positive feedback loop found in the human body and describe its function. 
 
10.  How has the ability to decode and analyze an organism’s genome changed the field of taxonomy?  
 
 


